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INTRODUCING SAVANT PRO 

With state-of-the-art products, services, and a revolutionary new-look app, we’re 

continuing to re-define the experience of luxury home automation—giving you the 

tools to build distinctive, customized systems for today’s most selective homeowners.  

A NEW-LOOK SAVANT APP

Featuring a more streamlined experience that makes every interaction easier, the Pro App lets homeowners 

effortlessly cue up a playlist on the deck and adjust outdoor lights to ensure that everything is always just 

the way they like it.

THE ONLY REMOTE YOU NEED

The Blueprint-configurable version of the Savant Remote will let homeowners control their entertainment, 

music, lighting, and climate—while personal profiles put their Favorite channels and scenes just a tap or 

voice command away.

4K FOR ANY HOME 

Savant 4K is here, with VIM and VOM cards for our SmartMediaPro chassis. These cards support HDCP 2.2, 

so your clients will be able to enjoy the best in 4K video for years to come. We’re also looking forward to 

our new Elite partnerships that will provide a range of 4K video switches to meet your needs on any job.

UPGRADED AUDIO WITH SAVANT MUSIC

Savant Music now features lossless audio—ideal for both casual listeners and avid audiophiles alike. Stream 

Motown in the kitchen, jazz by the pool, classical in the library, and enjoy the best in whole-home audio. 

ADD THE SOUNDS OF SONOS 

The best of both worlds unite in Savant’s new Elite partnership with Sonos. Access rich, immersive, sound 

through the Savant App and Remote for an unparalleled audio and automation experience that gives new 

meaning to the term “easy listening.” 

TURN UP THE VOLUME ON WIRELESS LIGHTING

Our Metropolitan line features the first lighting keypad with digital volume control—and is easily paired 

with Savant’s new Lamp Controller, as well as the Savant Remote, to create a fully-integrated lighting and 

entertainment experience.
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